CHAPTER 55

WATER AND IRRIGATION

SENATE BILL 13-078

BY SENATOR(S) Giron, Baumgardner, Brophy, Hodge, Roberts, Schwartz, Carroll, Crowder, Jahn, Marble;
also REPRESENTATIVE(S) Sonnenberg, Fischer, Coram, Ginal, Lebsock, Rankin, Rosenthal, Saine, Salazar, Young.

AN ACT

CONCERNING POINTS OF DIVERSION THAT ARE NOT LOCATED AT THE PHYSICAL LOCATION
SPECIFIED IN THE DECREES FOR DIVERTED WATER RIGHTS.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. Legislative declaration. It is the purpose of this act to allow the owners and users of water rights to reconcile the actual location of diversion structures with the described locations in the original decrees confirming the water rights when the water rights have continuously diverted at the same location with the intent to divert pursuant to the decreed location. If the erroneous location description in the decrees is due to a clerical error, a difference in locating methods from the time the decrees were established, or a minor inaccuracy, this act will allow the owners and users of the water rights to correct the location description in the decrees without the need to file an application for a change of water right.

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 37-92-305, add (3.6) as follows:

37-92-305. Standards with respect to rulings of the referee and decisions of the water judge. (3.6) Correction to an established but erroneously described point of diversion - definitions. (a) As used in this subsection (3.6):

(1) "DIVERTER" MEANS THE OWNER OR USER OF A DECREED WATER RIGHT.

(II) "ESTABLISHED BUT ERRONEOUSLY DESCRIBED POINT OF DIVERSION" MEANS A POINT OF DIVERSION OF EITHER SURFACE WATER OR GROUNDWATER:

(A) THAT HAS BEEN AT THE SAME PHYSICAL LOCATION SINCE THE APPLICABLE DEGREE OF DECREES CONFIRMED THE WATER RIGHT, UNLESS IT WAS RELOCATED PURSUANT TO SECTION 37-86-111 OR, IN THE CASE OF A WELL, RELOCATED
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ACCORDING TO A VALID WELL PERMIT. A DIVERSION THAT HAS BEEN IN THE SAME PHYSICAL LOCATION SINCE THE ENACTMENT OF THE "ADJUDICATION ACT OF 1943", WHICH WAS REPEALED IN 1969, HAS A REBUTTABLE PRESUMPTION OF HAVING BEEN LOCATED AT THE SAME PHYSICAL LOCATION SINCE ITS INCEPTION.

(B) THAT IS NOT LOCATED AT THE LOCATION SPECIFIED IN THE APPLICABLE DECREE OR DECREES CONFIRMING THE WATER RIGHT; AND

(C) FROM WHICH THE DIVERTER HAS DIVERGED WATER WITH THE INTENT TO DIVERT PURSUANT TO THE DECREE OR DECREES CONFIRMING THE WATER RIGHT.

(b) A WATER RIGHT IS DEEMED TO BE DIVERGED AT ITS DECREED LOCATION AND IS NOT ERRONEOUSLY DESCRIBED IF:

(I) WITH RESPECT TO A SURFACE WATER DIVERSION:

(A) THE PHYSICAL LOCATION OF THE POINT OF DIVERSION IS WITHIN FIVE HUNDRED FEET OF THE DECREED LOCATION; AND

(B) NEITHER A NATURAL SURFACE STREAM THAT IS TRIBUTARY TO THE DIVERTED STREAM NOR ANOTHER SURFACE WATER RIGHT IS LOCATED BETWEEN THE DECREED LOCATION AND ITS PHYSICAL LOCATION;

(II) WITH RESPECT TO A GROUNDWATER DIVERSION, THE PHYSICAL LOCATION OF THE POINT OF DIVERSION IS WITHIN TWO HUNDRED FEET OF THE DECREED LOCATION, UNLESS THE DECREE SPECIFIES A LESSER DISTANCE FOR ACCEPTABLE VARIATION IN LOCATION.

(c) TO PROCEED WITH A CORRECTION IN POINT OF DIVERSION UNDER THIS SUBSECTION (3.6) FOR AN ESTABLISHED BUT ERRONEOUSLY DESCRIBED POINT OF DIVERSION THAT IS DUE TO A CLERICAL MISTAKE IN THE DECREE, BUT DOES NOT FALL WITHIN THE THREE-YEAR PERIOD SET FORTH IN SECTION 37-92-304 (10) FOR THE WATER CLERK TO CORRECT THE MISTAKE, THE DIVERTER OF THE ESTABLISHED BUT ERRONEOUSLY DESCRIBED POINT OF DIVERSION MAY FILE A PETITION WITH THE WATER CLERK FOR CORRECTION OF THE CLERICAL MISTAKE WITHIN THREE YEARS AFTER THE DIVERTER BECAME AWARE OF THE MISTAKE. THE SAME PROCEDURES SET FORTH IN SECTION 37-92-304 (10) APPLY TO CORRECTIONS IN POINT OF DIVERSION UNDER THIS PARAGRAPH (c).

(d) (I) TO PROCEED WITH A CORRECTION IN POINT OF DIVERSION UNDER THIS SUBSECTION (3.6) FOR AN ESTABLISHED BUT ERRONEOUSLY DESCRIBED POINT OF DIVERSION THAT IS NOT DUE TO A CLERICAL MISTAKE IN THE DECREE, A DIVERTER HAS THE BURDEN TO PROVE BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE THAT A POINT OF DIVERSION IS AN ESTABLISHED BUT ERRONEOUSLY DESCRIBED POINT OF DIVERSION.

(II) EXCEPT AS SPECIFICALLY MODIFIED BY THIS SUBSECTION (3.6), AN APPLICATION FOR A CORRECTION IN AN ESTABLISHED BUT ERRONEOUSLY DESCRIBED POINT OF DIVERSION IS SUBJECT TO ALL PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE, INCLUDING SECTIONS 37-92-302 TO 37-92-305.
(III) The procedures in this subsection (3.6) apply only to a correction in an established but erroneously described point of diversion and do not alter the procedures or legal standards applicable to a change of water right.

(IV) A diverter may apply for a correction in an established but erroneously described point of diversion only:

(A) For a point of diversion that is already in place; and

(B) If one or more water rights are diverted at the corrected point of diversion.

(V) The application must not include or be consolidated or joined with an action by the applicant seeking any type of change of water right or diligence proceeding or application to make absolute with respect to the water right or rights included in the application.

(e) If an applicant proves the matters in paragraph (a) of this subsection (3.6) by a preponderance of the evidence, then there is a rebuttable presumption that a correction in an established but erroneously described point of diversion:

(I) Will not cause an enlargement of the historical use associated with a water right diverted at the point of diversion; and

(II) Does not injuriously affect the owner of or persons entitled to use water under a vested water right or a decreed conditional water right.

(f) If the applicant does not prove the matters in paragraph (a) of this subsection (3.6) or if the presumptions stated in this subsection (3.6) are successfully rebutted, the referee or water judge shall dismiss the application without prejudice to the applicant’s filing an application for a change of water right.

(g) The following standards apply to a correction in an established but erroneously described point of diversion:

(I) The decree must not requantify the water rights for which the erroneously described point of diversion is being corrected;

(II) The applicant, in prosecuting the correction in the erroneously described point of diversion, is not required to:

(A) Prove that the water diverted at the corrected point of diversion can and will be diverted and put to use within a reasonable period of time;

(B) Prove compliance with the anti-speculation doctrine; or

(C) Provide or make a showing of future need imposed by the cases of
(III) The state engineer shall not curtail a diversion based solely on the fact that the point of diversion is erroneously described; and

(IV) Nothing in this subsection (3.6) modifies the state engineer's authority to make determinations regarding the administration of water rights and the distribution of water.

(h) During a change of water right case or an abandonment proceeding, if a point of diversion qualifies as an established but erroneously described point of diversion pursuant to this subsection (3.6), full consideration of the historical consumptive use of the water right at its physical location shall not be denied due solely to the fact that the point of diversion is not at its decreed location.

SECTION 3. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the ninety-day period after final adjournment of the general assembly (August 7, 2013, if adjournment sine die is on May 8, 2013); except that, if a referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in November 2014 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.

Approved: March 22, 2013